
 

A healthy heart 
 

Watch the video to learn how your 
heart works: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-
clips-video/science-ks2-how-our-

circulatory-system-keeps-us-
alive/zhf76v4 

Have a look at the worksheet: a 
healthy heart. You are going to 

investigate what happens to your 
heart beat when you exercise.  

The digestive system 
 

Open the digestive system PDF to 
find out about the digestive system.  
Make an information poster to tell 
people what happens to their food 

once it enters their mouths? 
 Your poster must include the words: 

Digestive system, Mouth, Tongue, 
Teeth, Oesophagus, Stomach, 

Intestine and Food. 

Memories of Primary 5 
 

As it is coming towards the end of 
Primary 5 take time to reflect on the 

great year that we have had! 
We've made some great memories: 

the book festival, campaigning at our 
P5 election, designing our own 

wardrobes to Narnia, creating our 
own parachutes, taking on the role of 
news reporters for climate change, 
cross country in the rain and many 

more... 
Complete the attached memories 

worksheet. Hope you have enjoyed 
this year as much as me! 

 

Summer word search  
 

Create your own summer themed 
word search for someone else to 

solve. You could use the grid 
attached or draw out your own grid. 
Have a look at the example one for 
ideas – you could even solve it too.  

 

Science MAX Challenge 
 

https://youtu.be/vy_xY27mdKg 
 

Can you make a tumble wing like 
Phil does in the video? 

 
How long can you get yours to fly 

for? 
 Nature Photography Challenge 

 
Find a butterfly/minibeast/flower 

and take a photograph. Here’s one 
Mr B has taken of a bee on a flower. 

  

 
We would love to see what you get!  

3D Drawing 
 

Watch the drawing tutorial here: 
https://youtu.be/W4t8ZxcazCQ  

 
See if you can create your own 3D 

drawing of your street or any street. 
 

Remember to use a ruler to help with 
your straight lines. 

P1 Burnbrae Early Guide 
 

Think back to when you started 
school. How was it to be in school 

away from your adults? 
 

Are there any tips or tricks you would 
share now you have finished P5? 

 
It will be very different coming to 
school in August but what advice 

would you give? 

Try to complete the activities in the next 2 weeks. This will be the last grid before the holidays. There are 
also numeracy and literacy tasks on glow. 

P5 Teachers would love to see some of your home learning.  
Tweet us @BurnbraeP5j  @BurnbraeP5B 
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